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HOSPITAL TRAILERS

MOBILE HOSPITAL
MOBILE OPERATION THEATRE

Make your services more accessible to the community you serve with mobile medical trailers.
They can
be furnished
with
the latestare
technology,
Wi-Fi, to allow instant access to resources.
Mobile
Operating
Theatres
designedincluding
and manuPlumbing and electrical wiring are typically pre-installed, leaving a minimum of work to be done on delivery.
factured to provide on-site mobile surgical services.
And steps,
ramps, canopies, and convenient furniture packages can be supplied so you can be ready to work
when your trailer is delivered.
Typical situations that demand a Mobile Surgical
Unitareinclude
providing
a temporary soluMedical
trailers
exceptionally
useful as:
tion
for
existing
medical
facilities
while
Testing
labs
renovating
operating rooms, and also to provide addiImaging
(CT/MRI)
centers
tional
operating
room capacity when in high demand.

Blood donation centers
MobileMobile
operating
rooms Theatress can even support physician
Operating
Mobilegroups
health with
screening
insufficient case volume to justify a freeMobile Radiology Clinic
standing
Ambulatory
Surgery Center (ASC) or provide
Mobile first-aid centers
on-site
surgery at prisons and correctional facilities.
Dialysis
centers
Physical therapy centers
Dental clinics
Type your text

OPERATING ROOM

COACH BUILDING
It is designed with wake up room with 4 beds and
their supporting units on Wheel. Independent,
self-sufficient manner designed to serve mobile
operating rooms, can offer solutions in all kinds of
and constructed in-house at our headquarters.
conditions that require rapid deployment.
Our customers range from national broadcasters and major telecommunications suppliers,
through news agencies and facilities providers, to owner-operators running a single vehicle.
We offer a wide variety of SNG platforms,
from cost-effective minimalist solutions to
multi-camera production vehicles with automatic
satellite-finding
antenna
systems.

MOBILE DENTAL CLINIC

KA BAND SNG VEHICLES
Dental clinic consists of three dental examination
rooms, a dental x-ray and observation room.
Mobile dental health services can be used for all
kinds of dental solutions.

For Fast and Practical Broadcasting Vehicles Prepared
with Our Own Production Antennas.

MOBILE RADIOLOGY CLINIC

MOBILE VIDEOMO
WALL
VAN
Type

your text

MOBILE VIDEO WALL VAN DESIGN FOR ADVERTISING INDUSTRY

Radiology clinic consists of one examination room,
one laboratory, one doctor room, and a x-ray room.
Mobile radiology clinic can be used for all kinds of
radiological examinations

It is a practical van that we design and produce with autopoint KA-BAND antenna which provides remote data
loading and control.

MOBILE MAMMORAPHY & GYNECOLOGY CLINIC

MOBILE TRAILER
It consists of gynecological examination room,
mammography unit and observation room. These
systems are designed to meet the quality
requirements in the use of mobile health services
in addition to the support unit.

Type your text
Expandable from one side or two side, one or two floor,
vehicle foe special uses.

MOBIL LABORATORY
VARIOUS RANGE OF ANTENNA SOLUTIONS
ENAK manufactures Mobile Analytical Laboratories.We specialize in the integration of lab equipment into the mobile
platform ideal for your application. These units deliver on-site analysis, routine public health and
environmental monitoring. They also provide rapid response options for potential outbreaks or other
emergencies.
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